Expressions of Interest Extended to 10 January 2019
for the
Kingston and Arthur’s Vale Historic Area Community Advisory Group
Expressions of interest (EOIs) are sought from people in the Norfolk Island community interested in
becoming members of a new Kingston and Arthur’s Vale Historic Area (KAVHA) Community Advisory
Group.
The KAVHA Community Advisory Group is being established to provide members of the community
with greater input to the management and conservation planning and actions at KAVHA. The Group
will provide a regular forum to improve the sharing of information about projects, issues and ideas for
the site.
People with a wide range of interests and backgrounds are encouraged to apply to join the Group and
represent the views of the community. This includes people with cultural and heritage interests and
expertise; people living, working or operating businesses at the site; people with expertise relating to
the natural environment, land use management and planning; and recreational users in the
community.
Members will be appointed as individuals that collectively reflect a broad cross section of the
community, not as representatives of a particular organisation or interest group.
Interested community members are encouraged to submit an EOI demonstrating:
• a strong interest in improving and conserving KAVHA
• relevant knowledge and experience
• a proven ability to respect diverse points of view, participate effectively in a meeting setting, and
liaise with members of the Norfolk Island community, private sector and government agencies.
EOIs should address the selection criteria, include the names and contact details of two referees and
be no more than two pages. Please email completed EOIs to
KAVHAsecretariat@infrastructure.gov.au by 4.30pm on Thursday 10 January 2019.
Additional information is in the KAVHA Community Advisory Group Terms of Reference and selection
guidelines available at kavha.gov.au/projects. If you would like to find out more about the Community
Advisory Group, please contact my office on +6723 22152 or at
office.administrator@infrastructure.gov.au.

Mr Eric Hutchinson
Chair, KAVHA Advisory Committee
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